Volunteer Role: Student Initiative Developer

**DESCRIPTION:** “Send A Hero” is a student initiative designed to engage students with Ratanak’s work by offering a framework, messaging, and resources to host a third-party fundraising event or campaign to benefit Ratanak International. The project developer will take the initial project from a preliminary concept and outline to produce a package that is ready for distribution. This project will involve assessing the concept, determining the next steps, and developing the resources.

**RESPONSIBILITIES:**
- Assess the project concept and current resources.
- Determine the most suitable format to deliver the resources.
- Write and develop the resources in collaboration with Ratanak staff.

**SKILLS & REQUIREMENTS:**
- Experience with teaching and curriculum development.
- Good understanding of student engagement.
- Strong written communication skills.

**TRAINING & RESOURCES:**
- Access to current “Send A Hero” concept and resources.
- Further access to Ratanak prevention project information as needed.
- Support from Volunteer Manager and access to other Ratanak staff as needed.

**TIMELINE:** The Student Initiative Developer is a project-based role. The anticipated project timeline is 3-6 weeks. The volunteer and Ratanak staff will confirm this timeline once the initial assessment is complete.

**LOCATION:** This role is suitable to work remotely with access to Skype, Dropbox and email communication.

*Apply to develop Ratanak’s new Student Initiative Project!*
*Contact Jamie Owen (Volunteer Engagement Manager) at volunteer@ratanak.org.*